EDITORIAL

FICTION from KUWAIT

Mersal al-Ajami – A brief history of the short story in Kuwait
Taleb Alrefai – An overview of the novel in Kuwait
The National Council for Culture, Arts and Letters
Adam Youssouf – Kuwait's literary and scientific awards
The publishing industry in Kuwait
Bothayna al-Essa – An Unexpected Encounter in Uppsala, excerpts from a novel, translated by Charis Bredin
Ismail Fahd Ismail – When the Frog Croaked, excerpts from a novel, translated by William M Hutchins
Yousef Khalifa – 18 Very Short Stories, translated by Agnes Reeve
Laila al-Othman – Two Short Stories, translated by Ruth Ahmedzai and Sally Gomaa
Waleed al-Rajeeb – Three Short Stories, translated by John Peate
Mona al-Shammar – Black Khol … White Heart, a short story translated by Sophia Vasalou
Taleb Alrefai – Welcome to the Abu Ajaj Construction Company, excerpt from a novel, translated by Mona Zaki
Thuraya al-Baqsami – Moscow Days, excerpts from a novel, translated by Maxwell Martin
Hooda Shawa – An Elephant in the City, a short story translated by Robin Moger, with original illustrations by Faisal Laibi Sahi